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Feature

Southern Contracting Company’s

Safety Stand Down 2016

Written By: Mary Montgomery

I

magine going to the jobsite
healthy and not returning
home in the same condition at
the end of your shift. That scenario
is what Southern Contracting
Company (SCC) is trying to prevent
from becoming reality.
Workplace injury is a serious
business. In addition to the personal
challenges of physical injury and
financial damages associated with
getting hurt on the job, businesses
can also experience a drop in
productivity and disruption in
operations following a workplace
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equipment,
training
sections,
and vendor booths. Some of the
industry’s leading experts led
training sessions for more than
100 employee attendees who
received training in specialties such
as Release Training, Job Briefing,
Medium Voltage Safety, Defensive
Driving/Vehicle Inspection, Vault
Entry Safety, Dig-Alert Training,
CPR/First Aid, Small Tool Safety,
and Slip, Trip and Fall Prevention.
One thing that makes the Safety

Stand Down so successful is
making education fun! Hands-on
demonstrations allowed attendees
to
interact
with
products,
furthering focus on keeping
a protected and productive
workplace
atmosphere. Each
of the following companies was
instrumental in providing superb
education on the most up-to-date
material, supplies, and equipment
with hands-on demonstrations:
Greenlee, McGee Co., Statewide,
Professional Contractors Supply

(PCS), Milwaukee Tool, Guardian
Fall Protection, Klein Tools, Cat
Hawthorne.
SCC couldn’t have pulled off
this event alone. The success of
this educational opportunity was
made possible with support from
many
industry-leading
expert
vendors, local apprentice training
centers and insurance companies/
brokers. Together, this team has
a long-standing relationship with
SCC continues on Page 8

incident with an employee out of
action.
SCC believes that the personal
safety and health of employees
and subcontractors is of primary
importance on any jobsite, large
or small. For the 14th Year, SCC
hosted its annual Safety Stand
Down event with the primary goal
of eliminating injury, illness and
accidents from all operations.
On a recent Saturday, SCC
converted its San Marcos facility
into a giant classroom with
info@contractor-news.com
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Without the help of the industry’s leading expert vendors, union training centers and insurance companies
/ brokers, this annual educational event wouldn’t have
been the success it was. A special thank you goes out
to the trainers who gave up their day off to teach all
our men and women and shared in Southern’s Commitment to Safety. Listed below are the companies
who participated. Thank you for your dedication and
support.

SCC continued from Page 7
safety and is committed to preventing workplace
incidents.
A special thank you goes out to all of the trainers who
gave up part of their weekend to teach local tradesmen
and women, sharing in SCC’s commitment to safety.
Trainers of the Day were: the California Highway Patrol
for Defensive Driving and Truck Inspection; the National
Electrical Contractors Association for Release Training
and Job Briefing; Save-A-Life Educators for CPR/First
Aid; Zurich Insurance for Slip, Trips and Fall Prevention;
Sullivan Curtis Monroe Insurance for Anti-Harassment
Training; Southern Contracting for Dig-Alert and Vault
Entry Safety; Milwaukee Tool for Small Tool Safety; and
Eaton for Medium Voltage Safety Training.
A special mention of guest trainer Wesley Wheeler
from the National Electrical Contractors Association
(NECA) who came all the way from Washington D.C.
to attend the event. Wes Wheeler’s Release training is
a course developed by NECA to make IBEW Electrical
Workers aware of the importance of identifying
electrical hazards, the importance of eliminating those
hazards. It also goes into the planning that needs to
be performed prior to starting work, what steps need
to be taken if someone was to come in contact with
energized equipment, the tools to free a person and
precautions that need to be taken to avoid becoming
a victim of shock as well. It also covers what affects a
shock can have on the body.
A special thank you to major contributors Walters
Wholesale and One Source Distributors, without whose
support the Safety Stand Down’s success would not be
possible. One Source Distributors provided an amazing
lunch and delicious ice cream truck. Many vendors
and suppliers generously donated the prizes for SCC’s
drawing. SCC employees with outstanding safety
achievements were also recognized and some were
presented with awards for the number of incident-free
8
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years of service. Vendor’s booths provide education
and entertainment.
SCC began hosting the annual Safety Stand Down in
2003 with the aim of uniting their employees with the
shared goal of safe work processes and awareness.
The idea was to have an event cover a full range of
safety issues that every employee faces each day on
the job. SCC prides itself in its proactive approach to
safety and the Safety Stand Down is just one way that
SCC is keeping their employees up-to-date with safe
practices and workplace issues. Day-to-day safety
activities at SCC include jobsites that are continuously
inspected, weekly tailgate safety meetings and daily,
weekly, and monthly training programs. SCC has
received several prestigious awards from NECA for
their broad approach to occupational safety.
Distinguished in the San Diego construction industry
for its commitment to safety, SCC is known for quality
craftsmanship and expertise. SCC is an Electrical
Construction and General Engineering Contractor
located in San Marcos, California. While most of their
work is in the Southern California area (Los Angeles
County, Riverside County, San Bernardino County,
Orange County and San Diego County) their recent
projects have also extended outside of California into
Arizona and Nevada.
Specializing in utility construction, Design-Build projects,
developer services, electrical construction, emergency
infrastructure services and street lighting installations
and conversions, SCC has provided electrical
construction and general engineering services to the
San Diego region since 1963. The company has been
awarded numerous projects based on their electrical
design, scheduling, pricing, past performance and
commitment to safety and is also well known today
for their proficiency in Design-Build of wastewater
treatment plants and pump stations. For more
information, visit www.southerncontracting.com
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Trainers of the Day
CHP – Defensive Driving and Truck Inspection - CHP
NECA National – Release Training and Job Briefing
Save-A-Life Educators – CPR/First Aid
Zurich Insurance – Slip, Trips and Fall Prevention
Sullivan Curtis Monroe Insurance – Anti-Harassment
Training
Southern Contracting – Dig-Alert, Vault Entry Safety
Milwaukee Tool – Small Tool Safety
Eaton - Medium Voltage Safety Training
Southern Contracting had a special guest trainer that
came all the way from Washington DC. Wesley Wheeler
from NECA National trained the NFPA 70E Changes
class to our electrician’s. It was very educational and
all that attended gained a great deal of knowledge.
Thank you Wesley Wheeler!
Our sincerest appreciation to Walters Wholesale and
One Source Distributors who were the major contributors of the event. Lunch and the Ice Cream Truck was
provided by One Source Distributors.
Thank you to the following vender’s who set up vendor
booths to provide our men and women education on
the most up to date material, supplies, equipment and
also did hands on demonstrations.
Vendor Booth Appreciation
• Walters Wholesale
• Greenlee
• McGee Co.
• Statewide
• Professional Contractors Supply (PCS)
• Milwaukee Tool
• Guardian Fall Protection
• Klein Tools
• Cat Hawthorne
Southern Contracting, our vendors, suppliers and insurance companies generously donated the prizes for
our drawing. A special thank you goes out to each of
them for their participation to our great company.
Among the days activities, individual safety excellence
awards were handed out to 77 employees including
yellow bomber jackets, brown Carhart jackets, and
cash awards ranging from $300 to $500.
760.466.7790
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ABC APRRENTICES

graduate

CONSTRUCTION PROFESSIONALS COMPLETE
ABC SAN DIEGO CRAFT TRAINING PROGRAM
Apprentices complete four years of on the job training, classroom training,
and hands-on project training at the ABC San Diego Apprenticeship Training
Academy to earn their journeyperson certificate.

N

Ten graduates achieved Perfect Attendance, without a single absence from classroom training in their four year
apprenticeship program:
Electrical apprentices: Eleazar Alvarado, Prime Electric; Luke M. Beaudoin, Laser
Electric; Scott G. Bornhoft, Gould Electric; Brandon M. Coffman, Precision Electric;
Kambiz Foroudi, Stronghold Engineering; Shannon D. Juarez and Jeffrey J. Kruger,
Bergelectric; and James R. Seitz, Ensley Electric.

Article & Photos Provided by ABC San Diego

Plumbing apprentice: Andrew J. Anacker, Davis Mechanical.

inety-nine proud apprentices and craft trainees, the largest graduating class in several years, celebrated
years of hard work with family and friends, graduating with their apprenticeship and journeyperson
certificates on Friday, June 17 from the Associated Builders and Contractors Apprenticeship Training
program.
Graduates have successfully completed a state and federally approved apprenticeship program or craft training
program, mastering skills to work as professionals in crafts such as plumbing and pipefitting, electrical, electronic
systems technician and sheet metal. Their course of study includes up to four years of classroom and hands-on
lab training, plus thousands of on the job hours of practical field experience with San Diego area contractors.
Special awards recognizing exceptional achievements were presented to the following students:
David Moreno and Abraham Zaragoza, electrical apprentices both employed
by Gould Electric, Tuan Phan, electrical apprentice employed by Laser Electric,
and Ronald Smith, plumbing apprentice employed by Interpipe Contracting,
are the 2016 Outstanding Graduates of the Year. All have achieved straight
A grade averages and no absences during their entire four years in the ABC
Apprenticeship Training Program.

Sheet Metal apprentice: Gregory S. Stuart, Atlas Mechanical.
The 2016 Instructor of the Year is Roger Rakotz, Electrical Instructor. Selection is based
on student evaluations and overall performance.
All graduates earned college credits through the San Diego Community College
District, which can be applied toward an Associate of Science degree.
“As an employer, I understand how much effort apprentices put in every day on the
job because I see it myself. Then our students must spend several nights a week and
plenty of Saturdays putting time into classroom training and lab projects. It’s a tremendous accomplishment to
complete this program,” said ABC Apprenticeship Training Trust Chairman Brian Lynch.
“The Class of 2016 is the largest group of graduates we’ve had in six years,” said Lynch. “We’ve gotten through
the worst of the recession years. It’s encouraging to see San Diego’s construction industry able to offer more
apprenticeship opportunities to our students.”

This year’s Academic Achievement Graduates with straight A averages and minimum absences are:

“This program is as rigorous as any college degree, especially when you consider that all our graduates work a
full-time job too,” said ABC Apprenticeship Training Trust Executive Director Sherry Yarbrough. “Graduation is a
celebration for our students, but it is also important to thank the families and friends who supported our graduates
along the way and encouraged them when they needed it.”

Electrical apprentices:
David L. Blickenstaff and Kenneth R. McCart, Prime Electric; Michael L. Felkins and
Jose. A. Flores, Bergelectric; Devin A. Giraud, Precision Electric; Erik C. Moe and
Douglas S. Welchons, Rowan Electric; and Vu V. Nguyen, Helfers Electric.

In 1970, 30 percent of the nation’s construction was performed merit shop and six of the top 400 construction
firms were ABC members. Today, merit shops accounts for more than 80 percent of all construction across the
country, and ABC’s membership has grown to include more than half of the top 400 construction companies in
the United States.

Plumbing apprentices:
Logan J. Najera, Helix Mechanical; and Nason H. Spangler, Pacific Rim Mechanical.

ABC San Diego’s program has been awarded Accredited Training Sponsor Status from the National Center for
Construction Education and Research (NCCER), assuring all its members of nationally recognized training for their
craft professionals. NCCER is a nonprofit education foundation created to develop standardized construction,
maintenance, and pipeline curricula with portable credentials and help address the critical skilled workforce
shortage. NCCER is affiliated with the University of Florida’s M.E. Rinker, Sr. School of Building Construction.

Sheet Metal apprentices:
Gerardo Diaz, Certified Air Conditioning; and Kevin W. Strahler, West Coast Air Conditioning.

About ABC San Diego
Associated Builders and Contractors (ABC) is a national trade association representing 22,000 members from
more than 19,000 construction and industry-related firms. Founded on the merit shop philosophy, ABC and its 70
chapters help members develop people, win work and deliver that work safely, ethically and profitably for the
betterment of the communities in which they work. The San Diego Chapter of ABC represents construction and
construction-related firms throughout San Diego County. To find out more about ABCSD, visit www.abcsd.org.
760.466.7790
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& Swinerton Builders
Terminal 2 Parking
Plaza Awareness
Event
June 22, 2016

“ABC offers an
amazing program!
If you go through the
program, it will set
you up for success in
the industry and will
always set you apart.”
-Kevin Strahler, Graduate, ABC Sheet Metal
Apprenticeship Program 2016 and ABC
National Craft Champion 2015, Sheet Metal
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CPL

Article

turns 40!

Cable Pipe and Leak Detection (or CPL) is celebrating its
40th year providing leak detection and utility searches.
Written By: Mary Montgomery

I

n 1976, John and Ann Belus started CPL – the leakdetection business many in the industry have come
to count on. John and Ann have long since been
retired: today, the family owned and operated business
has members of the extended Belus family spending
time in both the field and the office working hard to
locate every type of leak imaginable for residential,
commercial and industrial customers.

Using state-of-the-art utility locating equipment and leak
detection instruments such as ground penetrating radar,
cable fault locators and video camera inspection, the CPL team can address any issue. And with experienced
professionals on call 24 hours a day and offices in San Diego and Riverside counties, CPL can respond within a
two-hour time frame in most instances, serving needs from San Diego to Los Angeles and Riverside.
Known for providing useful cost-saving services to thousands of
plumbers, electrical contractors, engineers, developers and property
owners, CPL’s innovation has expanded over the years. The company
now offers crawler services, ground penetrating radar, concrete
scanning, leak correlator and data loggers for monitoring water
systems. The company has kept up with advancing technologies by
expanding into different leak detection and utility search specialties.
Chances are you’ve seen a CPL advertisement in CNV, but did you
know CPL was the first utility locating and leak detection service in
all of San Diego County? The technology CPL perfected decades
ago to find stubborn water leaks now finds leaks and locations of plastic or metal water lines, gas lines and sewer
lines, also providing accurate tracing and mapping of piping and electrical wiring in buildings and underground
utilities.

Owner Brad Belus
works more in the field
than in the office
14
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“There’s incredible dedication here,” said Brad. “We
have a great staff that has been together for a long
time. Each member understands how important each
job is a constantly strive to have the best customer
service possible.” he added.
CPL has been providing high quality leak detection and
underground utility detection for business, government
and residential clients throughout Southern California
for decades. Some of CPL’s larger projects have been
located at the San Diego Zoo, the Del Mar Race Track
and Camp Pendleton. No job is too complex, whether
involving chilled water lines, heating lines, irrigation or
domestic mains, CPL technicians have the experience
and expertise to solve the most difficult problems.
The next time you need an independent, local and
family-owned company that specializes in leak
detection and utility locates, contact CPL at 800-450LEAK, or online at: www.cpldetection.com.

Congratulations on

40 Years CPL!

“CPL not only performs numerous leak detections
and video inspections of homes and apartment
complexes, but we are constantly locating utilities at
commercial facilities,” said Brad Belus, Owner of CPL.
“We do locating at all the military bases in Southern
California as well as hospitals, universities and school
districts throughout Southern California.
CPL treats all jobs, no matter how big or small, with all
the attention and detail required to resolve an issue.
With 15 full-service trucks on call 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, CPL’s technicians have perfected the
art of locating utilities and leaks. Each technician is up
to speed on the industry’s most extensive training and
certification, including the newest Green Certified
techniques. All technicians are skilled at both public
and private utility locating and are certified to work in

confined spaces. The team has extensive experience
working with San Diego Gas & Electric & Pacific Bell
utilities.

CPL’s Technician
Mark Mosier works at
a residential house
inspecting the pipes for
leaks and defects
info@contractor-news.com

CPL’s Technician Mark Mosier consults with the
homeowner Amanda Fitzsimmons
760.466.7790
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HAWTHORNE POWER SYSTEMS

opens new engine testing facility

San Diego Celebrates Successful Grand Opening

H

awthorne Power Systems, the authorized sales, rental, parts and
service dealer for Cat® electric power, back-up power and
stand-by power equipment, opened their new engine testing
facility located at 16945 Camino San Bernardo, San Diego, CA 92121.
Testing capabilities of the new facility include engine direct coupled
absorbers (small absorber - up to 1,000HP and large absorber - up to
4,250HP), truck chassis (up to 1,000HP), indoor generator test cell (up
to 3MW/4,250HP), and outdoor testing (up to 6MW). These state of
the art capabilities allow Hawthorne to validate the quality of new
products prior to delivery and to insure the quality of service repairs
prior to delivery back to the
customer. The goal is a satisfied customer.

On Tuesday, June 21, 2016, over 90 guests and customers attended the grand opening including engineers, contractors, administrators, plant managers, and truck fleet
owners, from various engine companies, utilities, and government agencies. Dave
Ness, Chief Operating Officer, delivered a welcome address along with a presentation of the capabilities of the new test facility. The event concluded with a ribbon
cutting ceremony by the Hawthorne executive staff. Attending guests also received
a guided tour of the new engine testing facility.
Dave Ness stated, “We’re proud to announce the grand opening of our new engine
testing facility and would like to thank our loyal customers for their continued support.” Ness continued, “The new facility will enhance our ability to deliver outstanding service to our customers.”
Kirk Fowkes, Vice President of Hawthorne Power Systems, concluded, “The Hawthorne Power Systems team is dedicated to providing unparalleled technical services and the best customer experience in San Diego.”
About Hawthorne Power Systems
Hawthorne Power Systems is the authorized Cat dealer in San Diego, Hawaii, Guam, Saipan and American Samoa. Hawthorne provides sales, rentals and services for the power generation, marine, trucking and other engine-related markets. It has outstanding skills in building, rebuilding and packaging engines and power systems of
all sizes, ranging from truck engines and turn-key generator plants to cogeneration and standby power. For more
on Hawthorne Power Systems, visit http://www.hawthornecat.com.
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WCC’S

Meet
I.E.
Pacific
June 24, 2016 at I.E. Pacific’s

New Location in Escondido
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Event

ASA

orange county

Networking Event on July 14, 2016 at Murray Company

San Diego Electrical
Joint Apprenticeship
Graduation Ceremony

June 10, 2016

San Diego Hilton Bayfront

RECOGNITION OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE
Eliezer Aguilar, Cord Arnold, Brandon
Collier, David Johnson
Devin Kambestad, Michael McSwain,
Elizabeth Niemann
James Olson, William Provines, Garrett
Streit
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
Matthew Roman
LIFELONG LEARNING AWARD
Matt Thompson
STUDENT COUNCIL SERVICE AWARD
Elizabeth Niemann, David Johnson
APPRENTICESHIP SCHOLARSHIP
RECIPIENT
Matthew Roman
EXCELLENCE IN WORK PERFORMANCE
AWARD
Cord Arnold
JOURNEYMAN TRAINER OF THE YEAR
AWARD
Ahshawn James & Matthew Russell
CALIFORNIA APPRENTICESHIP COUNCIL
AWARDS
Earl Restine Jr. (25-yrs of service) & Amy
Robershaw (5-yrs of service)
I.B.E.W. UNION STRONG AWARD
David Johnson, Elizabeth Niemann &
Evangeline McDonald
OUTSTANDING GRADUATES
Elizabeth Niemann, Sound Technician
program
Brandon
Collier,
Inside Wireman
20
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it’s the law

CONSTRUCTION LAW BY PAM SCHOLEFIELD

10815 Rancho Bernardo Road Ste 105 San Diego, CA 92127 P: 858.613.0888

O

RARELY USED STATUTE PROVIDES
CONTRACTORS PAYMENT SECURITY
FOR LARGER PROJECTS

ften contractors feel that
the laws are against them.
After all, California’s Contractors State License Law, the
Labor Code, Public Contracting
Code, and a host of other statutes
result in construction being one of
the most highly regulated industries in this State. And, these laws
usually favor owners and employees – and rarely the contractor.
Even so, there are some laws that
favor contractors when it comes to
security for getting paid and timely
being paid.
Owners are expected to not only
pay the contractor per the agreement between them, but also
have the funds available to pay for
the construction work that they’ve
ordered. When contractors find
themselves in situations where that
does not happen, and there is no
legitimate reason for the owner to
hold back payment, contractors
are often left wondering whether
the owner has run out of money
or, if sufficient funds are available,
thinking they have no recourse except for “going legal.” But, there
are a few statutes that offer selfhelp tactics that contractors can
employ in order to protect themselves. This article explores one of
those laws that applies to larger
private projects.

help a direct contractor ensure
that the owner of a larger project
has sufficient funds to pay for the
contractor’s work. This law is important to protect a direct contractor against investing its own
resources and getting in a deeper
hole financially, only to be left waiting a significant amount of time to
be paid – in essence, the contractor ends up financing the project
during this time.
In order for a contractor to demand security for a larger project,
the following criteria must be met:
1. The project owner owns the
property (or leases the property under a lease term of at
least 35 years) and the contract price is greater than
$5,000,000;
2. The project owner does not
own the property (i.e. is a
tenant), and the contract price
is greater than $1,000,000;

3. The project is not a single-family residence, or a housing development eligible for a density
bonus under Gov. Code, Section 65915;
4. This law does not apply to
a private company whose
net worth is greater than
$50,000,000, or a wholly owned
subsidiary of such a company
and the contract is guaranteed by the parent company;
5. This law does not apply if the
project owner is a “qualified”
publicly traded company or
a subsidiary of a “qualified”
publicly traded company and
the contract is guaranteed by
the parent company (see Civ.
Code, section 8704 for the definition of a “qualified” publicly
traded company);

If the project meets one of the categories above and does not meet
one of the listed exceptions, then
a direct contractor can, at any
time, demand that the owner provide the contractor with security
that would protect the contractor
if the owner ended up defaulting
on its payment. The owner must
also provide the contractor with a
county-recorder certified copy of
any recorded mortgage or deed
of trust that secures the construction loan of a lending institution for
the project, which discloses the
amount of the loan. This allows the
contractor to see if sufficient funds
are being provided by a bank.
If an owner fails to provide (or to
maintain) the security required,
the contractor can suspend the
work until the owner provides the
security by serving the owner with
a demand. The demand must be
served to the owner at the owner’s
address shown on the contract,
the building permit, or a construction trust deed, and must include
similar information as is required for
a 20-day preliminary notice, which
is the following:
•

The name and address of the
owner.

•

The name and address of the

direct contractor making the
demand for security.
•

The name and address of the
construction lender, if any.

•

A description of the project
site sufficient for identification,
including the street address if
one has been established.

•

The name, address, and relationship to the parties of the
person giving the notice.

•

A general statement of the
work provided.

•

The name of the person to or
for whom the work is provided.

•

A statement or estimate of the
demand (most likely the contract price);

Likewise, service of the demand is
the same as for a 20-day preliminary notice, which must be given
by personal delivery or by registered or certified mail, express mail,
or overnight delivery by an express
service carrier. The demand can
also be provided by leaving the
notice and mailing a copy in the
manner provided in Section 415.20
of the Code of Civil Procedure for
service of summons and complaint
in a civil action. Civil Code, section
8118 describes what needs to be

included in a proof of service of
the demand, which is the same as
required for a 20-day preliminary
notice.
So, what type of security must the
owner provide? After a contractor
serves a notice demanding security, the owner must, within 10 days
of the effective date of service,
provide security by any of the following means, and in each case,
the amount must be not less than
15 percent of the contract price
for the work of improvement or, if
the work of improvement is to be
substantially completed within six
months after the commencement
of work, not less than 25 percent of
the contract price:
(a) A bond by an admitted surety
that must be conditioned for payment on default by the owner of
any undisputed amount pursuant
to the contract that is due and
payable for more than 30 days;
(b) An irrevocable letter of credit,
which must be in effect until the
owner has satisfied its payment obligation to the direct contractor; or
(c) An escrow account and if the
contract provides for a retention to
be withheld from a periodic payment to the direct contractor, the
owner shall deposit to the account
PS continues on Page 24

6. This security required under this
law does not apply if the owner of the project is the majority
owner of the contractor.
Of the many figures that go into managing your own vehicles, one matters most to your bottom line – total cost of ownership.
It’s the most effective way to measure success in fleet management, and largely determined by what happens between buying
and selling your vehicle. That’s why we’re here – to help contractors streamline their fleet, improve cash flow and optimize
operations every step of the way.

The California Civil Code provides
a rarely used provision that can
22
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PS continued from Page 23
the amount withheld as retention
at the time the owner makes the
corresponding payment to the direct contractor from which the retention is withheld.
If the owner does not provide the
security as required, the contractor
may suspend work until the owner
provides the security. Any provision in a contract that attempts
to have the contractor waive the
protection provided by this statute
would be deemed void as against
public policy.

2016
BEAUTIFICATION
AWARDS

The Civil Code provides more details than are listed here for each of
these types of security. Thus, before
a contractor decides to use this financial hammer against an owner,
the contractor should fully familiarize itself with these provisions. And,
before any action is taken against
an owner, the contractor should
also explore the long-term relationship goals it wants with the particular owner.

June 25, 2016
at University of San Diego

To contact Pam, email:
info@construction-laws.com

General Disclaimer
The information in this article is
based upon California law and is
for general information only. Any
scenarios or hypotheticals are
provided only to illustrate laws
and legal principals in general.
Any
information
or
analysis
presented
here
is
intended
solely to inform and educate the
reader on general issues. Nothing
presented
or
referenced
to,
regarding facts, documents, or
applicable laws, constitutes legal
advice. Before acting or relying
on any information, including
any information presented here,
consult with a qualified attorney for
your specific situation.
Scholefield
holds
an
active
PE license in Colorado, an
undergraduate
engineering
degree from the University of
Florida, and received her JD from
the University of San Diego.
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Column

advice

GELMAN LLP E: info@gelmanllp.com W: gelmanllp.com
1940 EAST 17TH STREET SANTA ANA, CA 92705 P: 714.667.2600

PROFIT FADE

You can overcome profit fade
If you understand how profit fade works, you’re on the
right track toward lessening its impact on your bottom
line. Just make sure you do your homework, expect
the unexpected and write clear, specific contracts.

got you down?

U

nfortunately, profit fade has been the undoing
of many contractors. This financial malady often
occurs as a contract nears completion. If you’ve
experienced profit fade on a past project, you know
how frustrating it can be to see your expected profits
going down the drain. Here’s how to nip the problem
before it nips you.
Stay on top of project swings
The profit you calculate when bidding a job can fluctuate dramatically as work progresses. For every phase
finished under budget, there may be an unexpected
problem waiting to wipe out the savings. If you want to
end at the top of the arc, stay on top of each project’s
swings.
Every significant cost increase should be accompanied by a change order that increases the contract’s
value. If it isn’t, determine why. Was your initial estimate
off? Or have you done extra work that wasn’t covered
by a change order? In either case, you’re headed for
profit fade, and you must find ways to get the job back
to “profit friendly” status.
Study past contracts for clues
In addition to monitoring work in progress, study your
estimating and profit histories. Review jobs that didn’t
work out so well to determine where they didn’t meet
budgets and whether expenses were allocated properly.
Ask your supervisors whether the assumptions you used
in estimating the projects were valid. Did you, for example, realistically calculate the number of bricks your
crews could lay in a day? Were your average labor
costs accurate?
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If there’s a problem, remember that your leverage is
strongest before the project is finished. Owners need
your help to meet their goals, and they may be more
amenable to approving change orders while you’re
still on the job. If you wait until the project is done, an
owner will have use of the facility and may not release
your retainage. In other words, they’re holding all the
cards.
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Also consider direct and indirect costs, and compare
estimates on jobs that lost money to those on profitable projects. Use those results to improve estimating
procedures on future projects. If, for example, projects
were delayed because you expected your project
manager to obtain final foundation design approvals
and shop drawings while also getting the job under
way, revisit your staffing estimates.
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Look, too, at whether certain owners cost you money. If
an owner consistently moved walls or added doors, be
sure that any future contracts with the owner include
specific language regarding scope and specification
changes, change orders and schedule revisions.
Get a handle on contract language
Before work begins, understand fully what you’re contracted to do. Contract language is often unclear,
resulting in differences in interpretations that can disrupt and delay projects. Conducting a careful review
of the contract and clarifying any uncertainties at the
start of the job can help prevent disruptions and delays going forward.
Also make sure your project managers understand the
contract language fully. Meet with them before every
project to discuss not only the contractual provisions
for scope of work and change orders, but also what
you bid and why.
As work progresses, meet with your project managers
regularly to make sure they’re comparing their actual costs to the bid cost amounts. If a problem arises,
they can address it with the owner immediately. They
should also note the reason for the issue. For example,
if you’re typically plagued by weather delays during
a certain time of year, you may need to build a little
more time into your bids.
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